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Transmission Electron Microscopy 

OutlineOutline
1.1. Introduction to TEMIntroduction to TEM

•• What is TEM?What is TEM?

•• Why TEM?Why TEM?

2.2. Basics of TEMBasics of TEM

•• HardwareHardware

•• Electron diffractionElectron diffraction  (diffraction pattern;(diffraction pattern;
crystallography,crystallography,  reciprocal lattice, Kikuchi Pattern,reciprocal lattice, Kikuchi Pattern,
etc.)etc.)

•• ImagingImaging  contrast mechanismscontrast mechanisms

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
First developed in 1930sFirst developed in 1930s

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Elastic and Inelastic scatteringElastic and Inelastic scattering

Electron
bounces off
whole atom

Electron
interacts with
one of the
orbital
electrons

Secondary
electrons, X-rays

Elastic  ≡  no loss of energyInelastic ≡ energy is lost

Electron Electron –– sample interaction sample interaction
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Principles of TEMPrinciples of TEM

•Illumination - Source is a beam of high velocity electrons
accelerated under vacuum, focused by condenser lenses onto
specimen.

•Image formation - Loss and scattering of electrons by individual
parts of the specimen. Emergent electron beam is focused by
objective lens. Final image forms on a fluorescent screen for
viewing.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Conventional applications:Conventional applications:
Microstructure, morphology (grain size, orientation);Microstructure, morphology (grain size, orientation);
Phase distribution and defect analysisPhase distribution and defect analysis

In-situ studies:In-situ studies:
Irradiation and deformation experiments; environmental cellsIrradiation and deformation experiments; environmental cells
(corrosion); phase transformations; at different temperatures.(corrosion); phase transformations; at different temperatures.

Analytical applications:Analytical applications:
Chemical composition analysis: EDS, EELS, ELNES, EXELFS, Z-Chemical composition analysis: EDS, EELS, ELNES, EXELFS, Z-
contrastcontrast

Very fine details:Very fine details:
Lattice imaging, structure of complex materials and atomic structureLattice imaging, structure of complex materials and atomic structure
of defectsof defects  and/or interfacesand/or interfaces

TEM has become an integral part of many research laboratories.TEM has become an integral part of many research laboratories.

Yeast candida albicans
SEM TEM

SEM SEM vs vs TEMTEM Basics - HardwareBasics - Hardware

Steady incident beam (TEM)Steady incident beam (TEM)
•• Two-beamTwo-beam
•• Bright field, Dark field (conventional images)Bright field, Dark field (conventional images)
•• Multi-beam (high resolution images)Multi-beam (high resolution images)

TEMTEM

Morphology Study - Image mode

Where and how these images are formed?

TEMTEM

Structure determination - Diffraction mode

Steady incident beam (TEM)Steady incident beam (TEM)
•• Parallel incident beamParallel incident beam
•• Convergent incident beam Convergent incident beam 

Where and how these diffraction patterns are formed?
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Microscope modesMicroscope modes

             Image mode                                                     Diffraction mode               Image mode                                                     Diffraction mode  

Image plane ofImage plane of
objective lensobjective lens

Image plane ofImage plane of
objective lensobjective lens

A B
Object plane

Objective lens

Back focal plane

A’B’

Objective apertureObjective aperture

Selected areaSelected area
apertureaperture

Microscope modesMicroscope modes
The basic operations for forming static-beam

images and diffraction patterns

Diffraction patterns

To adjust the imaging system lenses so that the
back focal plane of the objective lens acts as the
object plane for the intermediate lens. Then the
diffraction pattern is projected onto the viewing
screen.

Images

To adjust the intermediates lens so that its object
plane is the image plane of the objective lens. Then
an image is projected onto the viewing screen.

Electron diffraction patternsElectron diffraction patterns
Diffraction patterns can answer the following questions:Diffraction patterns can answer the following questions:

1. Is the specimen crystalline? Crystalline and amorphous
materials have very different properties.

2. What are the crystallographic characteristics (lattice
parameter, symmetry, etc.) of the specimen?

3. Is the specimen mono-crystalline? If not, what is the grain
morphology, e.g. grain size, etc.

4. What is the orientation of the specimen or of individual grains
with respect to the electron beam?

5. Is more than one phase present in the specimen?

Electron diffraction patternsElectron diffraction patterns

These are the diffraction techniques thatThese are the diffraction techniques that
can be performed with a TEM:can be performed with a TEM:

•Ring Patterns (polycrystalline, amorphous)

•Spot Patterns (single-crystal region)

•Kikuchi Patterns

•Convergent-Beam Electron Diffraction (CBED)

Electron diffraction patternsElectron diffraction patterns
BraggBragg’’s law:  s law:  λλ=2dsin=2dsinθθBB

For X-rays: wavelength isFor X-rays: wavelength is  typically of 0.5~2.5typically of 0.5~2.5  Å, thus theÅ, thus the  Bragg angleBragg angle  θθB B isis
often of often of 20º of above20º of above, easily measurable from the , easily measurable from the goniometer goniometer (stage),(stage),
provided thatprovided that  the inter-planner spacing of most crystalline planes is in thethe inter-planner spacing of most crystalline planes is in the
order oforder of  Å.Å.

WhatWhat’’s the typical value of the Bragg angle in an electron diffraction?s the typical value of the Bragg angle in an electron diffraction?

Very small

The same as in X-ray diffraction,The same as in X-ray diffraction,  some reflections aresome reflections are  missingmissing
(forbidden), due to the crystal symmetry.(forbidden), due to the crystal symmetry.
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Forbidden Reflection

d(100)

1b and 1’b will cancel
each other

d(100)

1b

2b

Diffracted X-rays: 1b and
2’ are constructively
reinforced

1

2

θ

λ = 2d(100)sinθ

A B

O

C

1’b

1’

Reflection at this angle is Reflection at this angle is forbiddenforbidden
Whether a reflection is allowed or forbidden depends on the symmetry
or structure of the unit cell - Structure factor.

Due to the structure factor, the diffraction from a BCC
crystalline sample will only have the following peaks:

(100),(100), (110),  (110), (111),(111), (200),  (200), (210),(210), (211), (220) (211), (220)
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BCC: diffraction occurs when h+k+l = even number

X-ray diffractionX-ray diffraction
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FCC:diffraction occurs only when hkl are either all odd numbers or all even numbers

(100), (110),(100), (110), (111), (200),  (111), (200), (210),(210),  (211),(211), (220) (220)

Due to the structure factor, the diffraction from an
FCC crystalline sample will only have the following peaks:

X-ray diffractionX-ray diffraction

√√√√√√√√hcp

√√√√√bcc

√√√√fcc

311310221220211210200111110100

1110987654321

Allowed reflections:
fcc: h, k, l    ⇒ all odd, all even.
bcc: h + k + l = even

Forbidden reflections:
hcp: occurs when h + 2k = 3n and l is odd, n can be any integer.
e.g.  

peak1 ≠3nOdd103
no peak3Odd301
peakh+2kl

Indexing diffraction patternsIndexing diffraction patterns

R = Separation of the
direct and diffracted
beams on the screen

R

L
= tan2!

R/L=2R/L=2θθ

λλ=2dsin=2dsinθθ     as      as θθ  →→  0 0
λλ=2d=2dθθ

R/L=R/L=λλ/d /d 
⇓

d = d = λλL/RL/R

L = Camera length

d = interplanar spacing

Indexing diffraction patternsIndexing diffraction patterns
Index simple patterns: 2 methodsIndex simple patterns: 2 methods

Camera constant method (Camera constant known (L), materials
known):

1) Measure the distance R of the spot from the centre spot
(more accurately determined by measuring the total
distance between several spots in this direction and
dividing as necessary).

2) d=λL/R and check the result against a list of d spacings.

Method of ratios
1) Measure the distance of spots from centre spot relative to

that between the nearest spot and the centre.
2) Check against tables of ratios of d spacing for low index

planes. Account must be taken of the occurrence of planes
with the same d spacing.

Determine Beam directionDetermine Beam direction
B = gB = g1 1 ×× g g22
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• A selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern (as shown below)
was recorded from an FCC crystal using a TEM operating at
200 kV with the cameral length of 500 mm. On the
photographic film the following measurements were obtained:
OA = OB = 9.82 mm. Index the diffraction pattern and
estimate the lattice parameter of this crystalline sample. OA
and OB form an angle of 60°. Along which direction of the
crystal was this diffraction pattern taken?

O

A

B

Basics -Basics -  CrystallographyCrystallography
Definition: 

In real lattice (direction lattice), we have a, b, c 

 

In reciprocal lattice, we have a*, b*, c* 

 

1) a*.a = b*.b = c*.c = 1 

2) a*.b = a*.c = b*.c = 0 

Basics -Basics -  CrystallographyCrystallography
Reciprocal lattice is an array of points, each pointReciprocal lattice is an array of points, each point
corresponding to a particular plane (corresponding to a particular plane (hklhkl) and) and
defined by a vector gdefined by a vector g((hklhkl)) =  = hha* +a* +  kkb* + b* + llcc**

gg((hklhkl))  is perpendicular to the plane ( is perpendicular to the plane (hklhkl))

Basics -Basics -  CrystallographyCrystallography

Let n be a unit vector in the direction of g 
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Therefore, we have: 
 
Properties of reciprocal lattice: 
 

1) T he vector g(hkl) in the reciprocal lattice is normal to the plane (hkl) of the real 
crystal lattice 

2) T he magnitude of g(hkl) = 1 / d(hkl) where d(hkl) is the interplanar spacing of the 
family of (hkl) planes 

3) T he dimension of g(hkl) is nm-1 or Å-1 

The relation between inter-planner spacing (The relation between inter-planner spacing (dd) and ) and gg

Let Let nn be a unit vector in the be a unit vector in the  direction of direction of gg

Hence, we have the following pHence, we have the following properties ofroperties of
reciprocal lattice:reciprocal lattice:

••The vector gThe vector g((hklhkl) in the reciprocal lattice is normal to the plane) in the reciprocal lattice is normal to the plane
((hklhkl) of the real crystal lattice.) of the real crystal lattice.

••The magnitude of gThe magnitude of g((hklhkl)) = 1 / d = 1 / d((hklhkl)) where d where d((hklhkl))  is the inter-planar is the inter-planar
spacing of the family of (spacing of the family of (hklhkl) planes.) planes.

••The dimension of gThe dimension of g((hklhkl)) is nm is nm-1-1 or Å or Å-1-1

Basics -Basics -  CrystallographyCrystallography

Draw a real lattice of FCC crystal

Sketch it’s reciprocal lattice:

PraticePratice

With With h, k, lh, k, l no no  greater than 2.greater than 2.
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Electron diffraction patternsElectron diffraction patterns

Incident beamIncident beam

Ewald Ewald spheresphere

FoilFoil

Reciprocal latticeReciprocal lattice

Diffraction Diffraction 
patternpattern

Ewald sphere construction in
reciprocal space that describes
the diffraction pattern

Radius: 1/Radius: 1/λλ
AnyAny  reciprocal lattice point cutreciprocal lattice point cut
through by the through by the Ewald Ewald spheresphere
meets the Braggmeets the Bragg  condition andcondition and
thus a strong diffraction sportthus a strong diffraction sport
is expectedis expected

Electron Diffraction Pattern: Spot to Ring

Ring PatternsRing Patterns

Ring diffraction patterns
from polycrystalline gold
indexed to show which atomic
planes (hkl) are contributing
to the ring.

Created when electron diffraction
occurs simultaneously from many grains
with different orientations relative to
the incident electron beam.

Analogous to x-ray powder diffraction,
ring patterns can be used to identify
unknowns or characterize the
crystallography of a material.

The radii and spacing of the rings are
governed by:

Rd = λL
where d is the inter-planar spacing, R is
the ring radius, and L is known as the
camera constant.

Kikuchi PatternsKikuchi Patterns
Formation of Kikuchi patternsFormation of Kikuchi patterns

Weak diffractionWeak diffractionStrong diffractionStrong diffraction

Kikuchi PatternsKikuchi Patterns

Characteristic patterns arise when Kikuchi diffraction leads to
intersecting Kikuchi bands at zone axes

[uvw]

(hkl)

If any plane (hkl) lies in the zone [uvw] then uh + vk + lw = 0

Kikuchi PatternsKikuchi Patterns

Kikuchi bands are used as a crystal Kikuchi bands are used as a crystal ““road maproad map””
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Kikuchi PatternsKikuchi Patterns

Kikuchi Pattern from a thick
sample of silicon. The six-fold
symmetrical distribution in this
pattern is a good indicator that
the sample is very close to the
<111> orientation.

Created when a selected area
diffraction pattern is taken from a
thick region of the thin foil. A large
number of scattered electrons
generated and travel in all directions.
Electrons have been incoherently
scattered but not necessarily
inelastically scattered.

Some electrons will be elastically
scattered by Bragg diffraction from
the various (hkl) atomic planes.

Kikuchi Patterns allow for very
accurate determination of crystal
orientation and are an important
factor in establishing the proper
diffracting conditions for generating
high-contrast images.

CBEDCBED

CBED pattern taken from a
Silicon single crystal viewing
along the [111] zone axis.

CBED Patterns allow examination of
diffraction patterns from specimen
volumes less than 0.5 µm in diameter.

To generate a diffraction pattern
from such a small area, the electron
beam must be focused.

Resulting diffraction pattern will be a
series of disks rather than sharp spots
due to highly convergent electron
probe.

The diameter of these disks is then
proportional to the beam convergence
angle.

CBED patterns are routinely used to do
crystallographic analysis of small
volumes, such as fine precipitates in
thin foil specimens.

Imaging in TEMImaging in TEM

Diffraction Contrast 

Mass-thickness Contrast

Phase Contrast

Principles of image contrast Principles of image contrast 

Conventional TEM imagingConventional TEM imaging

ExamplesExamples

Bright field image of twinned
grain (arrow) in strong contrast.

Dark field image of twinned
grain of Rutile.

ExamplesExamples

Defects shown in the Bright
Field image.

Defects shown in the DarkDefects shown in the Dark
Field image.Field image.
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Mass-thickness contrastMass-thickness contrast

Thicker or higher Z-
areas of the specimen
will scatter more
electrons off axis.

Fewer electrons from
the thicker region fall
on the equivalent area
of the image plane, so it
appears darker in BF
image.

Incident beamIncident beam

HigherHigher
massmass
thicknessthickness

LowerLower
massmass
thicknessthickness

Objective lensObjective lens

Objective apertureObjective aperture

Image planeImage plane

Intensity profileIntensity profile

Conventional TEM imagingConventional TEM imaging

Mass-thickness contrastMass-thickness contrast

Thin area will appear brighter than
average, while a dense embedded
particle will appear darker than the
less-dense surroundings, using mass-
thickness contrast

Phase contrastPhase contrast

Objective apertureObjective aperture

SampleSample

High Resolution Electron MicroscopyHigh Resolution Electron Microscopy

Use a large objective aperture.
Phase and intensities of diffracted
and transmitted beams are
combined to form a phase contrast
image.

ExamplesExamples

SrTiO3: atom image

TEM specimen requirements

Since electrons only
penetrate without too
much energy spread
through a maximum
thickness of a few
hundred nanometers,
samples for TEM have to
be thinned to below this
limit.

A few hundred
nanometers

Electron beam
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1. Self-supporting disk

2. Specimens on grids/washers

a) Preparing a self-supporting disk for final
thinning

b) Final thinning

Specimen preparation

An overview of
different steps
required during
sample
preparation

Specimen preparation

Sample preparationSample preparation Sample preparationSample preparation

Sample preparationSample preparation


